
Important Dates

Birth: April 2 

Selection Day: May 7 

1st Vet Visit: May 14 

Assessment test: May 22 

Pick-up/Delivery day: May 28 

Weekly Update

Puppy Behavior and Training 

The puppies are three weeks old today! This week the puppies gained
their sense of hearing and it's been fun to see them starting to
respond to voices and sounds. We will now start slowly introducing
them to different sounds (i.e. vacuum, loud banging, knocking on
doors etc.) so they will be familiar with these things in your home. 

The puppies are all up on their feet and moving around. They have
started playing with each other, and have graduated to their "big"
collars. 

Lots of changes have happened already, and we can't wait to see how
they change and grow even more these next few weeks. 
 

Training a new puppy is hard work, but having a good understanding
of natural pet behaviors is crucial to developing a happy relationship
for you and your new friend.

Starting with realistic expectations is key to getting through
puppyhood. Developing the ability to recognize normal puppy
behavior, can significantly help set you and your puppy up for
success. Puppies have accidents in the house. Puppies chew. They
jump up. They bark, bite, dig, track mud through the house, and can
make you want to tear your hair out. They also snuggle, give kisses,
and make you laugh. Your puppy will absolutely adore you, and the
relationship you build with him will be unbreakable. 

Most puppies want to please us, but they don’t know how. Families
can help them by demonstrating patience, understanding,
consistency, and good communication. 

One suggestion we propose at Oak and Magnolia is to make a list of
house rules before your puppy comes home, and make sure that
everyone in your household agrees to and is on-board with these
rules. Puppies that receive conflicting messages will have more
difficulty learning what is acceptable and unacceptable. If you don’t
want your puppy jumping up on people, but some family members
allow that and others don’t, you will have issues. 

In the coming weeks we'll go over specifics on house-training,
socialization and crate training that will help you see more success
and help make the transition go smoothly.
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When your puppy is sick or injured it can be scary. Being able to recognize and perform basic first
aid in the event of an emergency will allow you to treat your pet quickly. 

During an emergency, time is always of the essence. Before you bring your new puppy home, it's
best to know where the nearest emergency animal hospital is. Having their number readily
available will help if you can call them when you're on the way, and allow them time to get setup
and prepared for your arrival. 

At Oak and Magnolia, we encourage our families to enroll in a basic pet first aid course that can
be completed online or sometimes in local veterinary offices. First aid knowledge can come in
handy if your pet has a minor injury that can be treated at home. For more severe injuries, first
aid can save your pet's life. 

Keep in mind, first aid is never recommended as a substitute for veterinary treatment. In the
event you need to perform first aid on your pet, you should always visit your vet or emergency
clinic as soon as possible. 

In the coming weeks we'll discuss topics such as, toxins, microchipping, and common pet
emergencies.  
 

Puppy Weight Tracker

Pup Safety

**The first two weeks we weigh the puppies daily, starting today we will weigh the puppies once per week. 

Daily weighing Weekly weighing



Puppy of the week
Our pup of the week is Rocket. Rocket has proven to be the most difficult to photograph,
but when we can capture a shot, he steals our hearts. That black patch on his eye is so
adorable!  

ROC K E T



 

Once you bring home your beautiful new puppy, you'll want to be sure that your
new friend is as healthy and happy as she can be. This starts with having an
intentional plan for the care and nutrition of your puppy, and following this plan
consistently.

Overall health and wellness has many facets, including proper nutrition,
adequate exercise and enrichment, grooming , and preventative veterinary care.

Good health starts with a nutritious diet. At Oak and Magnolia we will not only
communicate what we've been feeding your puppy, but we'll give you a starter
bag of food so that you can continue to feed her that food until you decide what
to feed her long term. When you do switch, always do so after talking to your vet
and make the switch gradually. Mix some of the old food with the new food over
a few days to avoid any stomach upset. 

Cockapoo's are incredibly smart and require not only regular physical exercise,
but also mental stimulation. This can include long walks with plenty of sniffing,
and games of fetch which provide the physical and mental stimulation they
need. 

At home grooming and professional grooming are essential to keeping your
Cockapoo puppy healthy. Daily brushing is key especially if you keep your pups
hair longer. Knots and tangles are not only unpleasant, but they can lead to
serious infections if left untreated for long periods of time. It's always important
to be paying attention to your dog when grooming and bathing as this is a prime
time to identify any unusual bumps, redness, or soreness, that may need a
check-up by your vet. 

In the coming weeks, we'll talk about the importance of preventative healthcare,
spaying or neutering your dog, diet and nutrition, enrichment exercises, and
preventing fleas, ticks, and other parasites.  

Puppy Health and Nutrition

Our family is here to help! 
Reach out if you have questions. 

hello@oakandmagnolia.com


